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Abstract
We studied the metabolic changes induced by gaseous nitric oxide in whole blood samples in vitro.
Blood samples were collected from healthy donors (Nizhny Novgorod station of blood transfusion).
We carried out the direct bubbling of blood samples (n = 14) with gaseous flow with NO in a special appliance. We modeled standard conditions using the apparatus “Plazon” (concentration NO
800 mcg/l). Middle power of gas flow was used. The blood sparging time was 2 min, and exposition
time lasted 3 min. Every blood sample volume was 5 ml. All the parameters were controlled before
and after blood processing with NO. We tested lactate dehydrogenase activity in direct and reverse
reactions spectrometrically by G. A. Kochetov’s method. Aldehyde dehydrogenase activity was
examined by B. M. Kershnhots’s and E. V. Serkina’s methods, superoxide dismutase—by T. V. Sirota’s technology. Total protein level was examined by modified Louri’s method. The concentration
of lactate was tested with the automatic analyzer “SuperGL Ambulance”. The indices of acidbase
balance and blood gases partial pressure were estimated with special analyzer “ABL-77”. Additional control of energy metabolism changes was accomplished with derivative parameters, such
as coefficient of energy reaction balance and coefficient of substrate provision. Different changes
of blood physical and chemical parameters are induced by NO-processing which was fixed in our
experiments. There is an inhibition of erythrocytes energy metabolism, decreasing of plasma antioxidant reserves, moderate ionic disorders and of acid-base misbalance in blood samples in vitro.
Besides, according to the indirect signs, the used regimen of NO-processing mainly affected erythrocytes, and stipulated methemoglobin formation. These data testify that the used dose of gaseous
nitric oxide is too high for investigated human blood. In our opinion, registered negative effects of
free NO may be eliminated by bound nitric oxide use (first of all in its natural form—dinitrosyliron complexes).
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1. Introduction
At present many scientists, including physiologists, doctors etc., pay their considerable attention to the investigation of the efficiency of nitric oxide use in different areas of biology and medicine [1]-[5]. One of the variants
of practical realization of NO-dependent technologies is generator of cold plasma with nitric oxide (“Plazon”
apparatus) [6]. Although there are many papers about its clinical effects, but its molecular and cellular action of
this form of free (gaseous) NO are low investigated [5]-[7].
There are two main components of Plazon-therapy: gaseous NO and cold plasma, that carried it. At modern
scientific data, last substance is not so inert for biological objects. Cold plasma processing leads to microorganism elimination from different surfaces [8]-[10], surgical instruments [11], and even paper envelopes [12]. On
the other side, using cold plasma may be a supplementary method for sanogenic effect to wound healing [10]
[13] [14].
As for second component of the medical processing nitric oxide has a many-sided biological effect being also
a molecular bioregulator in all the functional systems (vessels tone regulation [1] [5], neurotransmission [2],
platelets aggregation [15]-[18], apoptosis [19] etc.). Now medical use of free NO is covered by newborn and
adult respiratory distress syndrome [20] and primary hypertension [21].
Negative effects of NO are also shown. It is realized through peroxynitrite synthesis [1] [5] [22], which can
produce the nitrosative stress [22]-[24]. In this connection estimation of physiological NO level in biological
systems is a principal aim. During the last decades many investigations are dedicated to its direct or indirect
scrutiny, but this task hasn’t been determined yet till now. Therefore, the problem of exogeneous correction of
NO level in biological tissues and substrates is being discussed [25]. Dose-dependent effects of NO are low
examined too. In addition, there are singular data about action of NO on energy metabolism of different cells.
That is why the aim of this work is complex estimation of nitric oxide action on whole blood of healthy people.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Material
We tested reaction of the whole human blood (n = 14) on processing with NO-contained cold plasma. Blood
samples were collected from healthy donors (Nizhny Novgorod station of blood transfusion).
All donors (from 20 to 40 years old) were physically and laboratory examined before blood delivery and had
no any chronic or acute pathology. They are not smokers or alcohol abusers.
Protocol for this research project has been approved by Local Ethics Committee of the Nizhny Novgorod Research Institute of Traumatology and Orthopaedics.

2.2. NO Generation Protocol
We executed direct sparging of blood samples by gaseous flow with NO in special applicance for 2 min. NOcontaining cold plasma was generated with the apparatus “Plazon” (Russia). We modeled standard conditions of
using the apparatus (concentration NO 800 mcg/l). Middle power of gas flow was used. Blood sparging time
was 2 min, exposition time—3 min. Sparging was performed in glass vial. Every blood sample volume was 5 ml.
Experiment was repeated tenfold.

2.3. Methods of Investigation
All the investigated parameters were controlled before and after blood processing with NO. We tested lactate
dehydrogenase activity in direct and reverse reactions spectrometrically by G. A. Kochetov’s method (1980).
Aldehyde dehydrogenase activity was estimated by B. M. Kershenhots’s and E. V. Serkina’s methods (1999),
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superoxide dismutase—by T. V. Sirota’s technology (1999). Total protein level was examined by modified
Louri’s method.
Lactate level was tested with the automatic analyzer “SuperGL Ambulance”. The indices of acid-base balance
and blood gases partial pressure were estimated with special analyzer “ABL-77”.
For integral assessment of energy metabolism changes a number of derivative parameters (a coefficients of
energy reaction balance [ERB] and substrate provision [SP]) were used. They are calculated with special formulas [26]:

=
ERB

( LDGdir ) ( LDGrev ) ×100
2

2

(LDGdir—activity of lactate dehydrogenase in direct reaction; LDGrev—activity of lactate dehydrogenase in
reverse reaction).
SP C ( Lactate ) × LDGdir LDGrev
=
(C(Lactate)—erythrocytes lactate level; LDGdir—activity of lactate dehydrogenase in direct reaction;
LDGrev—activity of lactate dehydrogenase in reverse reaction).

2.4. Statistical Analysis
Statistical analysis of the data was performed with Statistica 6.0 program. Data were expressed as means ± SE,
the Student’s t-test was used for detection of statistical difference.

3. Results and Discussion
Our experiments showed, that blood processing by gaseous flow with NO, generating with “Plazon” apparatus,
clearly changed level of investigated parameters. Particularly, tested agent led to transformation of some enzymes functioning (Figure 1). So, lactate dehydrogenase activity in direct reaction was decreased (at 15%; p <
0.05) with its elevation in reverse reaction (at 86%; p < 0.05). This tendency indicates the reduction of erythrocytes energy reserves under blood NO-processing.
On our opinion, NO-induced decreasing of superoxide dismutase (at 39%; p < 0.05) has a compensatory value.
It is known, that this enzyme is one of the main component of blood antioxidant system. Some investigators
have demonstrates, that an action of cold plasma and NO on biological fluids associated with hyperproduction of
free radicals [5] [10] [22]-[24]. In connection with it, the observed inhibition of superoxide dismutase activity
(at 64%; p < 0.05) can be induced by its role in the bioradicals elimination.
We also studied, the whole blood sparging with NO-contained gas flow is not changed aldehyde dehydrogenase activity.
There are established NO-dependent metabolic transformations, first of all—disorders of lactate dehydrogenase functioning regimen with hyper activation of its reverse reaction, cause differently directed dynamics of
lactate concentration in blood plasma and erythrocytes (Figure 2). For example, in blood plasma we observed
minimal lowering of this metabolite level (at 6%), while in erythrocytes this parameter was elevated at 11% (p <
0.05). We supposed these revealed changes of the lactate dehydrogenase activity and its substrate level can be
considered as hypoxia signs, induced by action of too high concentrations of NO on human blood samples.
For complex estimation of erythrocytes energy metabolism we used two derivative coefficients, including
lactate dehydrogenase activity in direct and reverse reactions and lactate level in these blood cells. It was stated,
that NO-processing of biological fluid lead to decreasing both estimated coefficients (Figure 3). We fixed, that
the coefficient of energy reactions balance (ERB) was reduced at 3.5 times concerning the control level (p <
0.05), and the coefficient of substrate provision was lowered at 1.6 times to the control one (p < 0.05). These
changes indicate clear energy deficiency, forming in the blood by NO-containing gas flow. Considering that
erythrocyte level of lactate was moderately increased, principal mechanism of observed hypoxia associated with
disorders of lactate dehydrogenase reactions balance. The present hypothesis is fully confirmed by more marked
elevation of the ERB coefficient as compared with a coefficient of substrate provision.
We also tested other parameters, which illustrated cellular hypoxic state indirectly, at blood processing with
nitric oxide. They are partial pressure of oxygen and carbon dioxide (Figure 4). A priori investigated changes of
lactate dehydrogenase acitivity and blood lactate level should be associated with lowering of oxygen partial
pressure in this biological fluid, but we registered the opposite tendency. This parameter elevated at 107% to
control level (p < 0.05). On our opinion, revealed experimental data were stipulated by specialties of nitric oxide
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Figure 1. Blood enzymes activity at gaseous nitric oxide processing in vitro (LDGdir—direct
reaction of lactate dehydrogenase; LDGrev—reverse reaction of lactate dehydrogenase; AlDG
—aldehyde dehydrogenase, SOD—superoxide dysmutase; *Significantly different as compared to control level (p < 0.05); rel. un.—nmol NADH/min∙mg of protein).
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Figure 2. Plasma and erythrocyte level of lactate before and after NO processing of blood.

carrier—cold plasma, which contains significant amount of molecular oxygen. In plasma aggregate state this
substances may be in metastable status [27] [28]. In addition, monoatomic oxygen may be presented in used gas
flow [29]. Dissolution of these substances can produce a registered effect of hyperoxigenation with decreasing
of partial pressure of carbon dioxide in NO-processed human blood.
We also stated, that biological fluid sparging with NO-contained cold plasma led to minimal acidification of
blood samples (∆pH = −0.08), lowering of plasma bicarbonates level (at 44% to control; p < 0.05) and elevation
of potassium concentration (∆К+ = 0.43 mmol/l).
It’s important to emphasize, at blood processing with gaseous NO we observed a “darkening” effect in biological fluids after sparging. On our opinion, it associated with methemoglobin formation under NO action,
which was experimentally demonstrated by the same investigators [30].
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Figure 3. Plasma and erythrocyte level of lactate before and after NO processing of blood
(coefficients of energy reactions balance [ERB] and substrate provision [SP] was calculated in
relative units [rel. un.]).
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Figure 4. Partial pressure level of blood gases (in mmHg) at gaseous nitric oxide processing
(pCO2—partial pressure of the carbon dioxide; pO2—partial pressure of the oxygen).

Before A. B. Shekhter et al. (2005) had showed, that skin wound processing by nitric oxide generating with
“Plazon” apparatus had not any negative effects in vivo [6], observed at blood nitroxylation in vitro. On the contrary, this regimen of NO percutaneous action led to stimulation of wounds healing at 25% - 30% to control. It
was stated, that tissue NO level decreased in 5 - 10 min after short (1 min) wound processing with nitric oxide,
and further its concentration was elevated. In 30 - 60 min after exposure NO concentration in wound tissue increased considerably to the initial level (at 10 - 20 times). We supposed primary reduction of NO level in wound
associated with its interaction with superoxide anions and peroxynitrite accumulation with oxidative stress generation in exposed tissues. These processes can activate different antioxidant systems, which eliminate tissue
superoxide abundance. It saved endogenic NO molecules, constantly producing with different species of NOsynthase, and it maked comfortable conditions for wound metabolism, determined its healing time and result.
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Thereby, stimulation of wound healing processes may be induced endogenic bioavalable, but not exogenic NO.
In this connection, stated complex reaction may be universal mechanism of human and animals organism response on sharp elevation of tissue NO level. Observed in our experiments negative NO effects on human blood
specimens in vitro also may be caused by a low level of protective systems in isolated blood, which is incapable
to NO-induced oxidative stress prevention.

3. Conclusions
Our experiments have showed that the whole human blood processing with gas flow NO-contained (NO concentration 800 mcg/l) causes strong changes of its physical and chemical parameters. This exposure leads to inhibition of erythrocytes energy metabolism, decreasing plasma antioxidant reserves, moderate ionic disorders
and of acid-base misbalance in blood samples in vitro. In addition, indirect signs indicate, that NO-processing in
used regimen, mainly affecting erythrocytes, stipulates methemoglobin formation. These data testify that the
used dose of gaseous nitric oxide is too high for human blood. In our opinion, registered negative effects of free
NO may be eliminated by the bound nitric oxide use (first of all, its natural form—dinitrosyl-iron complexes
(DNIC) [3] [4]). Really, at animal model intrawound injection (5 mcM) of DHIC with glutathione or cysteine
led to increasing granulocytes number at 3 - 4 times to the control group without healing stimulation [31]. It can
be occurred through DNIC possibility as interceptor of superoxide anions [32], that led to elevation of tissue NO
concentration. In this case NO level increasing may happened by its releasing from DNIC and NO-synthases activity.
In addition, DNIC intravenous injections do not cause clear changes of blood homeostasis parameters at
healthy volonteers [4]. Now character and mechanisms of its action on isolated blood samples are being investigated by us.
In addition, complex investigation of biological effects of free and bound nitric oxide in vitro and in vivo
should be held for development of new medical technologies. For this task we can use the inhalation of gaseous
nitric oxide or infusion of its bound form—DNIC. It can be useful for elimination of oxidative stress and optimization of metabolism in posttraumatic period.
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